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of Aeneas when he sees her in the temple (Aen. 2. 

577-578) 
av 7Te rrAayos aXiov a7rayayOL 7r)Atv, 

L7qTc 7ra- 

TpWl)OV LKOLT ES OlKOV. 

Scilicet haec Spartam incolumis patriasque My- 
cenas 

aspiciet ? 

The story of the destruction of the city is contin- 
ued in the Trojan Women, from which Vergil bor- 
rowed more incidents and phrases. So Troades 
I8-I9 

7roxvis 8E pV(3 4PpVy-Ld TIE O-KVXCEv/LaTa 

rpoS vas 'Axatuav 7rv/7reTaLL. 

has been elaborated by Vergil thus (Aen. 2.763-766): 

Huc undique Troia gaza 
incensis erepta advtis, mensaeque deorum 
crateresque auro solidi, captivaque vestis 
congeritur; 

The character of Ulysses drawn by Hecuba in 

Euripides is the character drawn by Sinon; cf. Tro- 

ades 282-287, 

' v Soapo^ SOXL' XaE oyXa 06)T' SOVXvE'v 

7rokXd &LKaLs Trapavo,Aw &aKEL, 

0 7raVTa T&KCLOEV eVOa'Le OTpEcEL, T'a S 
aVTL7rTa aVGlC U KEuCTE SL7rv y(a cr,a 

4bika Ta 7rpoTep JLSXa TL01E/cvo0 7ravTrv, 

with Sinon's invidia pellacis Ulixi and scelerum in- 

ventor Ulixes (Aen. 2.90, I164) and his story of 

Ulysses's treachery and cold-blooded disregard of 

truth and mercy, which, though false, seemed to the 
Trojans quite in accord with the character of the 
man whom they called durus Ulixes (Aen. 2.7). 

H. MAY JOHNSON. 

EASTERN HIGH SCHOOL, Washington, D. C. 

(To be Concluded) 

REVIEW 

Roman Life and Manners under the Empire, by 
Ludwig Friedlander. Authorized Translation of 
the Seventh Enlarged and Revised Edition of 
the Sittengeschichte Roms. Volume I by Leon- 
ard A. Magnus; Volume II by J. H. Freese. 
New York: E. P. Dutton and Co. (i908-i909). 

Of the merits of Friedlinder's Sittengeschichte it 
is superfluous to speak at this late day; it is an in- 
dispensable book of reference. One cannot but won- 
der why the publisher asked the author in his seventh 
edition to omit nearly all the references to the orig- 
inal sources, which formed so valuable and important 
a feature of the earlier editions. The result is that 
the classical student cannot do without tlhe sixth 
edition, and that the seventh is suited rather to the 
general reader; although one might fairly suppose 
that even that enigmatical personage, to whose as- 
sumed requirements so much is sacrificed now-a- 

days, might occasionally like to be assured of the 
existence of evidence for some statements which 
must seem startling to one whose knowledge of 
ancient Roman Life is not extensive. 

A translation of the Sittengeschichte was certainly 
desirable, although for the reason already given, an 
accurate English version of the seventh edition 
would be of little use to the serious student, unless 
he had the sixth at his elbow. 

Unhappily this translation cannot be called either 
good or accurate. The first volume especially 
abounds in examples of faulty and frequently unin- 
telligible sentences, due in some cases to too literal 
a rendering of the German, in others to misunder- 
standing of the original; and in still others to bad 
taste in the use of English. For example, on p. 2 

we read, "most of the improvement of Rome was 
on a generous scale, in public places and monu- 
ments; but many regulations and widenings of the 
chaotic streets (largely consequent on the ornamen- 
tations) were also made". On p. 8 we are informed 
that the Flavian Amphitheatre "bulks to heights 
almost invisible to the eye", on p. g that "the ba- 
silica was a market-building on columns". The doors 
of advocates, it seems (p. I63), were "besieged by 
parties", and "many small ones" (advocates, 
namely!) were "too glad to devil four speeches for 
a piece of gold"; but this is doubtless a misprint for 
deliver. 

On p. 229 we read that Soranus of Ephesus "ad- 
vises the employment of Greeks, so that children 
may learn the most beautiful of languages, and re- 
ceive the utmost attention, lack of which so often 
caused bow-leggedness", an effect of the neglect of 
Greek which has been overlooked by its advocates 
in modern times. Rome is said to have become 
"one big tavern" (taberna!), and to be "one con- 
tinual city of noise and bustle"; balconies were for- 
bidden '-'because of their danger of fires"; the 
"healthy" plain between Rome and the "Albanian" 
Hills was "all built over with streets". The trans- 
lator's negative compounds, such as 'unesteem', 'un- 
employment', 'undescribable', 'indiscipline', his verb 
to 'soothsay', and his nouns 'pushfulness', 'self-life' 
(Selbstleben!), and 'superstitiousness', may perhaps 
in some cases have been granted asylum in the hos- 
pitable pages of the unabridged dictionaries, but 
they might well he left there in company with 'river- 
ine' and other dubious experiments in word-coinage. 
'Little Asia' and 'Little-Asian', in 'spite of the ob- 
vious convenience of the latter, somehow do not 
commend themselves to the reviewer's perhaps too 
Attic taste. For a masterpiece of a faulty sentence, 
which is too long to quote here, see p. 12, near the 
end. 

But English is a difficult language, with many 
traps even for the wary, and the critic is in danger 
of being met with a tu quoque. Actual errors of 
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fact are a more serious matter, and these unfortu- 
nately are not rare. In many cases they are found 
in the translations of Latin passages, and presum- 
ably might have been avoided by consulting the 
original. One is rath-er taken aback to read on p. 
2 "in the year 44 B. C. there were over one hundred 
palaces in Rome. Cicero, a quarter of a century 
afterwards thought he might call Rome a beautiful 
. . . city". But Friedlinder says: "Cicero glaubt 
schon im Jahre 7o", which is quite a different mat- 
ter. One is incredulous as to the existence of hills 
nearly "a thousand paces high" (p. 23) between the 
Aventine and the southern foot of the Janiculum, 
and finds that Friedlinder gives this as the measure 
of the width of the Tiber valley at that point. One 
who has never crossed the seas would get a mis- 
leading mental picture from a reference to "the 
highest peaks of Rome" (p. 114). To call the Tiber 
(p. 13) "the gentle buyer of all that is produced on 
earth" seems an extraordinary metaphor, but the 
Latin word which is mistranslated 'buyer' is mer- 
cator! 

The second volume at first makes a much better 
impression, since one's attention is not arrested at 
frequent intervals by 'howlers'. Its English, how- 
ever, leaves something to be desired, unless it be 
hypercritical to take exception to "the stoic Marcus 
Aurelius prevailed on hiwmelf to give splendid spec- 
tacles" (p. 3), "wild beasts who were especially 
trained for the work" (p. 72), the "cellars" of the 
Circus Maximus, to "lesson the gruesomeness" 
(probably a misprint), and the like. It certainly 
jars even American sensibilities to read of wall- 
paintings provided with "letterpress", of 'a little 
dog on a lead", and to hear that "the plastic arts 
were sometimes employed . . . on representations 
of living persons". 

The disastrous effects of giving translations from 
the Latin through the medium of Friedlinder's Ger- 
man, excellent as the latter is in most cases, has 
already been referred to. Like his colleague, Mr. 
Freese errs in this respect. On p. 9I, in connection 
with Suetonius Calig. 57, he says: "In a mime 
played on the day of the murder of Caligula the 
crucifixion of the famous brigand Laureolus was 
acted, the flow of blood imitated, and scoffed at by 
bystanders". As it is punctuated this sentence seems 
absolutely without meaning, but waiving that point 
as possibly hypercritical, let us see just what Fried- 
hInder says. We find in his last clause the words, 
"von mehreren Spassmachern nachgeafft". Spass- 
macher does not seem to me the exact equivalent 
of the actors of the secunda.e partes, but it certainly 
does not mean 'bystanders', and a glance either at 
a German dictionary s. v. 'nachaffen', or at Sue- 
tonius, would have been sufficient to save Mr. Freese 
from absolutely misrepresenting Friedlinder and his 
Latin original. In a similar way the story of the 

mime who impersonated Vespasian at the latter's 
funeral is garbled and spoiled (p. 95). An example 
of a mistranslation in which Latin is not involved 
is to be found on p. 29I, "the inhabitants of Pan- 
hormus, etc.", where the disregard of the word sol- 
chen yields this remarkable statement, "he was sat- 
isfied with two and (probably) three equestrian 
statues". 

Unfortunately these are not a few instances 
yielded by a laborious search for errors, but selec- 
tions from a large number of marginal notes made 
in the course of a rapid but somewhat careful read- 
ing. It does not seem too severe to say that the 
translation cannot be ttusted, but must constantly 
be checked by reference to the German edition. 

JOHN C. ROLFE. 
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA. 

From the November number of the Bulletin of 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art we reprint, in 
somewhat condensed form, the following article by 
Mr. Edward Robinson, Assistant Director of the 
Museum. The article in The Bulletin is illustrated 
by three cuts; the number may be obtained from the 
Museum for ten cents. 

THE OLD MARKET WOMAN 
The Museum has recently purchased . . . an 

extraordinary specimen of original Greek sculpture, 
which is now on exhibition in the Room of Recent 
Accessions. . . . This is a marble statue, some- 
what less than life size, of an old peasant woman 
who is offering the products of her little farm for 
sale. Those who are familiar with only the nobler 
creations of Greek sculpture will find the subject 
itself a strange one for Greek art, but they will be 
still more impressed by the intense realism with 
which it is expressed. It is, in fact, an attempt at an 
absolutely true study of nature in her least beautiful 
forms, such as we associate more with the art of 
modern Italy than with that of classic Greece, and 
the result is a figure such as we might see-though 
in a more modern costume-moving about the mar- 
ketplace of an Italian or Greek town to-day. With 
the body bent at that peculiar angle which comes 
more from constant toil in the fields than from age, 
we can feel the shambling motion with which she 
pushes her way among the crowd of market people, and though the greater part of both arms is missing 
their action is easily imagined. With the right ex- 
tended she was holding out something, the merits or 
the cheapness of which she was proclaiming, and in 
the left hand she carried the fowls and the basket 
of fruits or vegetables which are still to be seen at 
her side. Though the head itself,is preserved, and 
has never been broken from the body, it was found 
with the features sadly mutilated, not by accident, but by a willful act of vandalism, of which they 
clearly show the traces. To make the statue more 
presentable, the face has been restored here in plas- 
ter. But the realism of the action merely accentuates 
that of the modeling, especially in the upper half of 
the statue, where the characteristics of withered old 
age are reproduced with unsparing fidelity. The old 
and weary eyes, the sunken cheeks, the deep lines 
about the mouth, and the shriveled neck and bieast, 
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